SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Rigid, high
security, deterrent,
anti-intrusion
fencing

INDUSTRIAL
& LOGISTICS SITES

SENSITIVE
SITES

SECURITY FENCES & POSTS

ATLAS

CHOICE
• 2 types of panel:
– Vertical mesh,
– Horizontal mesh.
• 2 types of post:
– Installation of 2 overlapping panels using
covering strips and break-away screws,
– The panels are attached to the rear of the
groove on the post by means of an angled
profile and stainless steel bolts.

More technical info at www.dirickx.fr

SECURITY
• Small rectangular mesh preventing objects
from being passed through the panels and
providing no anchor point or hold for hands.
The vertical mesh panel, unique in the market,
offers no holds, to prevent climbing.
• Welded railing panels, forming a single unit
up to 6m in height (horizontal mesh) or 3m
(vertical mesh). It is possible to superimpose
3 panels (up to 6m).
• Wide lateral vision ensuring compatibility
with surveillance cameras.
• Break-away screws which are difficult to remove.
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FEATURES
• Flat (horizontal mesh) and
undulated panel (vertical mesh)
• Panel width: 2.25m
• Mesh: 76.20 × 12.70mm
• Wire dia.: 4mm
• With embedded post or base-plated
• Post section variable
depending on fence height
• Colours: Green 6005
• Coordinated options for enhanced security.
-E
 xtension arms, equipped with panels, from
the TIGRE / CONCERTINA or RONCES barbed
wire network,
- 4 -row serrated rail.
- Earthing.
FINISH
• Zinc-epoxy + polyester coating.
CUSTOMISATION
• Upon assessment.

SECURITY SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Panels superimposed with rectangular post

Panels slotted, using a corner plate, into the groove on the post

Indoor area
Outdoor area
Front side of the fence

Front side of the fence

POSTS RECOMMENDED BASED ON FENCE HEIGHTS & INSTALLATION AREAS

WIND LOAD ENVIRONMENT* (based on the French code NV65)
PANEL HEIGHT
(m)

POST LENGTH
(m)

Environment 1
P

2.00

2.50

2.50

3.00

3.00

3.70

3.50

4.20

4.00

5.00

N

Environment 2
E

P

N

Environment 3
E

P

N

Environment 4
E

P

N

Environment 5
E

N

E

80 × 60 × 3mm

120 × 60 × 3mm
150 × 100 × 3mm
P: protected site
N: normal site
E: exposed site

OPTIONS

Extension arms

Toothed rail

Earthing

®

Gates - Fences - Access control
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